How to Port a Number

Porting = Transfer

WHAT IS PORTING?
Porting your phone number means transferring your current number from your service provider.

HOW TO PORT / TRANSFER MY NUMBER
Go to www.globalcallforwarding.com
1) Select your country
2) Select your number type (toll free, mobile)
3) Select your prefix (800, 866 etc.)
4) Select Port/Transfer My Number
5) Enter the phone number you would like incoming calls to be forwarded to.
6) Send an invoice from your current carrier
to changes@unitedworldtelecom.com
7) Wait for the transfer
8) Cancel service with your previous provider

HOW LONG DOES THE PROCESS TAKE?
Generally, number porting takes just 2-3 days. In some circumstances, it may take several months. This will depend on several different factors including:
- The country of your phone number
- The type of number(s) being ported
- Your current provider
- The status of the number

If you have questions about how to port numbers, please call one of our corporate account mangers.

USA Toll Free: (888) 908 6171
USA Headquarters: (561) 908 6171
Asia-Pacific Office: (66) 600 02 4172
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